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The Samet Nangshe Viewpoint is very beautiful during the 

day but it is even more beautiful when the sun rises, 800-

metre-high viewpoint offers beautiful panoramas of the 

surrounding scenery and the vast expanse of the Phang-

Nga Bay with its still, turquoise waters, and backdrop of 

striking, craggy limestone peaks towering over vivid green 

mangrove forests. At dawn, as the sun’s first rays begin to 

illuminate the coastal vista, visitors can see the fisherman 

contentedly starting their daily routines and this remarkable 

and inspiring scene often stays embedded in the memory of 

tourists long after they leave. 
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New unseen attractions of “Isaan” Thailand 
 

Thailand’s northeast beckons with many off-
the-beaten-track wonders. Here’s to the small, 
charming, and oh-so-unique Ban Prang 
Nakhon in Nakhon Ratchasima or Korat and 
the splendid rock pillars at Moh Hin Khao in 
Chaiyaphum. 

Starting at Ban Prang Nakhon, touted as 
Korat’s new unseen, centuries-old Thai houses 
and the ‘Barai Sawan’ bridge await. Those 
seeking positive energy should check into the 
Prasat Ban Prang, followed by rowing the local 
e-pong boat and munching on local delicacies. 

Further north of Ban Prang Nakhon is Moh Hin 
Khao in Chaiyaphum. With its distinctive pillar 
rocks dubbed "the great sculptures of nature," 
this is another amazing, unseen destination 
awaiting your exploration. For more 
information, visit tourismthailand.org. 
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Workation is a new tourism trend that can meet the 

lifestyle of the new generation in the New Normal 

way by changing the working style from Work from 

Home to Work from Anywhere. 

Workation Mode 

Planning a vacation to Thailand with some work 

benefits? You are now on the right track! Many of 

Thailand’s destinations have been rated as world-

class workation spots throughout the past few 

years. This is the list with some side ideas so you 

can get the most out of your time here. 

While you are at it, check out deals, up to 80% off, 

on accommodations and spas at 

workationthailand.tourismthailand.org/deals. 


